Dillon parietals violation

Judicial Board ruling clarified

by Patrick Haasf
Staff Reporter

A re-examination of the incidents surrounding the Dillon Hall parietals violation has clarified and corrected inconsistencies made in an earlier Observer article. The original Judicial Board decision was not reversed by Dean of Students John Macheca nor did the students involved choose which semester they would be suspended.

According to Greg Smith, student defender in the case, the Judicial Board was reversed by the Board of Appeals and sent back to the Judicial Board.

Greg Smith: The Judicial Board did make a mistake on their powers. The question was, what the Appeals Board should do about it.

which decided that the suspension would be for the second semester.

After the student was apprehended by Pr. Burtchall he decided to take his case to the Judicial Board rather than to Macheca for action. The Board ruled to suspend him for the rest of the first semester, about three weeks, and allow him to take incompletes for his semester grade until he could make up his finals in January.

The University appealed the decision to the Board of Appeals, consisting of one student, one administrator, and one faculty member, when they discovered that the Judicial Board did not have the right to assign incompletes since that is an academic matter. Greg Smith, student defender, said, "The Judicial Board did make a mistake on their powers. The question was, what the Appeals Board should do about it."

The University, represented by Macheca, wanted the Appeals Board to decide the disciplinary action itself. The student defenders argued that the Appeals Board should simply send the case back to the Judicial Board for new action. "That is what they did," Smith explained, "so we actually won that part of the case."

The Judicial Board's new decision was to suspend the student for the entire second semester, rather than wipe out his work for the first. It was not the student who decided which semester he would lose as stated in the original report.

Since the student had already returned home to Massachusetts before he had heard of the new

Israelis complete first stage of Mid-east withdrawal

by United Press International

Israel lifted its siege of Suez City and the Egyptian Third Army Monday, completing the first stage of its withdrawal from the West Bank of the Suez Canal. Some 600 blue-collared U.N. troops carrying automatic rifles temporarily moved into vacated positions in preparation for handing them over to Egypt.

The Israeli withdrawal from about one-third of a 560-square-mile bulge inside Egypt captured during the October war is to be followed immediately by a thinning out of Egyptian forces from the Sinai according to Israeli military sources.

The Israeli command said Syrian gunners fired several mortar shells at Israeli positions in the Golan Heights Monday, but no casualties were reported.

Israel and Syria, which have not yet negotiated a troop disengagement agreement, also clashed Saturday and Sunday in the area.

The newspaper, citing reliable sources in Washington, said the plotters against Sadat employed "officers who oppose Sadat's policy toward Israel." It did not elaborate.

Halftracks, armored personnel carriers, jeeps, trucks and buses all crowded with helmeted Israelis jammed the Cairo-Suez road in the first military withdrawal carried out by the Jewish state since it surrendered the Sinai in 1967.

"I'm leaving, I'm leaving," one Israeli soldier shouted, waving his arms. Others sang out: "This land is your land, this land is my land.

The joy was also tempered by sadness.

"It's a shame, a terrible shame," said a 23-year-old private from Binyamin, sitting in a half track. "We're leaving a lot of soldiers behind here. I just hope they haven't died from nothing." A senior officer said, "There had better be peace this time - we gave them everything."

The withdrawing Israelis looked back at a smoke-strewn horizon, evidence of last-minute destruction of documents and military installations. Egyptian SAM missile sites had already been blown up earlier.

Israeli Chief of Staff Lt. Gen. David Eshar denied Monday that Israel had ever agreed to leave captured Egyptian military installations intact.

The Israelis surrendered their control of a 16-mile stretch of the Cairo-Suez highway from Kilometer 101 eastward to Suez City on the waterway, lifting their encirclement of the shell- patched oil refining port.

They also opened the route to unrestricted traffic from Cairo to the 3rd Army, trapped in the Sinai since the Oct. 24 truce that ended the 1973 war.

The U.S. forces formally took control of the highway at midday following a dawn transfer of the Gulf of Suez port.

COUP report examines university enrollment and recruitment policies

... story on page 5
Miami (UPI) - More than a million Cubans chanting "Viva Brezhnev, Viva Brezhnev" welcomed Leonid L. Brezhnev, General Secretary of the Soviet Communist Party, to Havana Monday afternoon, according to Cuban radio monitored here. 

En route to Cuba, flying just off the U.S. Atlantic Coast, Brezhnev wired greetings to the people of the United States and expressed confidence relations between the United States and the Soviet Union "will be developing further."

Washington (UPI) - President Nixon asked Congress Monday for $13.6 billion in veterans benefits during the next fiscal year, including increases in GI bill payments and higher pensions to offset the climbing cost of living. He asked for an 8 per cent increase in housing benefits and for cost-of-living adjustments to VA pension payments which now go to 1 million veterans and 1.5 million survivors of veterans.

Washington (UPI) - Herbert L. "Barry" Porter, who told the Senate Watergate Committee he had kept quiet for fear he would be accused of "not being a team player," pleaded guilty Monday to one count of lying to the FBI about the scandal.

U.S. District Judge William B. Bryant set Porter, the former scheduling director of the Committee for the Re-election of the President, go free without bond and postponed sentencing until the court gets a probation report.

To improve service

Microfilm center moved

by Gregg Baas
Staff Reporter

"I should hope that the first important task is to improving the Microfilm Room is a vastly improved degree of service," commented Dr. George Sereiko, Director of Public Services of the ND Library, on the recent transfer of the library's microfilm resources.

During the Christmas break, all of the microfilm resources were shifted from a classroom-sized facility on the second floor to an area formerly occupied by tables and seats that was set aside for studying. This area is located on the second floor.

"The old facility was always crowded," according to Sereiko, "but since this new room is three times the size of the old one, we hope that the overcrowding situation will be alleviated."

To complement the new facilities, there have been two other additions to the Microfilm Center: The most important of these is implementing of Brother Francisco Drury C.S.C., who will become the first full-time microfilm attendant in the University's history. Brother Drury's main responsibility will be the actual running of the room. However, he will also be on hand to teach people how to operate the microfilm machines.

"This," states Dr. Sereiko, "is not as trivial a task as it may seem, for there are many people on this campus who have never even learned how to operate a microfilm machine. And since the microfilm readers are always coming out in different styles, Brother Drury will probably end up teaching people how to use the readers, too." The center will now be open from 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. Mondays through Fridays.

The other addition to the Microfilm Resource Center is the acquisition of four new microfilm readers. To go along with the new readers, the University is also obtaining a huge collection of microfiche known as microfiche. The microfiche deals with the culture of primitive people and will be used primarily by the Sociology Department.

As well as adding the microfiche to the microfilm collection, Dr. Sereiko would like to continue to build up the micro-text section and add on to the sixty titles that the University already has in the Periodical Section. "At the present moment, we have a newspaper section that offers, in full, the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal and the Times of London. We would also like to work on expanding that."

Dr. Sereiko hopes that with the addition of the new microfilm collection, the new microfilm readers, and the full-time attendant, both students and faculty will use the newly located Microfilm Center to its fullest extent.
Hitch-hiking taking toll on passengers

by Andy Swandell
Staff Reporter

"Hitch-hiking," a common means of transportation for many Notre Dame students, "would prove to be dangerous," said ND Security Director, Arthur Pears.

Last Saturday night, two separate incidents of armed robbery occurred between the Morris Inn and Anglia Boulevard. One occurred as an ND student hitchhike a ride around 3:00 am Saturday. He was robbed of $10.00 and forced out of the car before he reached the traffic light near Notre Dame Ave. and Angela.

The second robbery occurred about ten minutes later. This time the student was robbed of $44 and again forced out of the car before reaching the intersection of Notre Dame Ave. and Angela.

Both armed robberies were reportedly committed by the same person, even though they occurred on both occasions.

When questioned about the robberies, Pears realized that hitch-hiking is commonplace, but "asks that students be extremely careful when hitch-hiking."

In other incidents on campus, two rounds of gunfire were broken in the Memorial Library. This also occurred on Saturday evening. One was cracked by the high winds that caused other damage in the area and forced a wind warning to be issued. The other appeared to have been struck by a golf cart. Though they were merely cracked, the windows will have to be replaced at considerable cost.

A homemade luggage rack was reported missing from a car in the D-2 parking lot somewhere between 1 pm on Friday and 2 pm on Saturday.

GOP representatives push for April 30 impeachment deadline in committee

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Republicans on the House Judiciary Committee decided Monday to push for a April 30 cut-off date for impeachment proceedings against President Nixon.

The GOP members plan to offer the date as an amendment Thursday when the committee takes up the formal articles of impeachment against President Nixon.

The GOP members plan to offer the date as an amendment Thursday when the committee takes up the formal articles of impeachment against President Nixon.

If Nixon told Krogh to "just let them do it," he would be responsible even if he did not know those acts had been carried out, the Republicans quoted Jenner as saying.

They said Jenner also satisfied them with an explanation that he contributed to a fundraiser for Sen. Adlai Stevenson, D-Ill., because he was a friend of the family and not because he was a "close" Democratic supporter.

Speaker Carl Albert, meanwhile, said there will be a vote in the House on whether to impeach Nixon regardless of what the Judiciary Committee reports.

What goes on at these neighborhood centers? They encompass a wide variety of community services, including inoculations, Care Centers, Welfare Department offices, employment agencies, educational classes, and legal aid. One of these centers is located on Notre Dame Ave. at South Bend Ave. ("Lulu's"").

There are only two screws available at Washington School after a series of riots.

However, the South Bend Superintendence of Schools initiated a program in which parents had a greater participation in the education of their children, and he thought the PNV classes were not needed at that time.

The Program in Non-Violence is a trans-disciplinary specialty under the guidance of the Theology Department. Initiated in 1968, it presently encompasses a series of seven courses, each of which can be taken for credit or for credit study.
The clarification of last semester's Dillon Hall Incident brings some questions to mind:

Rehabilitative Discipline—Since John Macheca took over the Dean of Students office, he has dedicated himself to a program of "Rehabilitative Discipline." It seems questionable that a one semester suspension to the Dillon Hall student that allows him to leave the sobering influence of this university for the free spirited life of a state school offers any true rehabilitation.

Telling All—Throughout his short tenure, Macheca has stood sturdily for the integrity and confidentiality of his office, yet the Dillon Hall student told all to him, he turned around and used the information to see that the student got punished.

The Judicial Board—How can a University discipline system operate when its Judicial Board does not know what it can and cannot decide upon.

Their ignorance of their powers resulted in a true injustice being done to the student in question, (flying back and forth to Massachusetts). Also, the delay in the appointing of the Judicial Board until late into last semester is a mistake that the University should not allow ever to happen again. Their appointments should be prompt.

Macheca has been painted by many as the bad guy in the case but some blame seems to fall on all the people involved. The complicated and antiquated judicial proceedings of the campus must bear the brunt of the blame though. They need to be changed.

All the other incidents surrounding the case seem to be unfortunate, but predictable occurrences. It's a tradition on this campus to operate on the simple motto that is you're dumb enough to get caught, you deserve what ever you get. The student really didn't use his head and resilingly, he paid for it.

In the case of the Provost, he exercised a right of the University that is clearly outlined in our room contracts. Legally, the University as a private institution can enter rooms no matter how much the students complain. The Student Affairs office has been adamant that rooms will only be entered under extreme conditions and that, with the exception of the Dillon case, the rector will be present. Only one other room has been entered this year.

The entire incident was unfortunate. Hopefully, it will spur some changes in the University judicial procedures and some answers to our questions.

Jerry Lutkus

Extend the Break

The Spring Break for this semester ends with classes resuming on a Monday. With the gasoline shortage and the closing of all gas stations on Sunday, it will be impossible for most students to return on Sunday prior to the opening of classes.

Throughout the calendar crisis, the Provost insisted that the purpose of a break is to get students away from the campus and if the gasoline shortage forced students to come back a day early, it would in effect thwart the Provost's intent. The University has yet to address this issue and it si clear that they have an obligation to. The perfect way to handle the situation is to move the opening of classes back to Tuesday. (A holiday in celebration of the passing of the new calendar or even the long-awaited vacation for the national championship.) This would give students who have long distances to drive back to campus a chance to make it back without unnecessarily killing themselves.

Jerry Lutkus
**Enrollment to stabilize at 6600**

Encourage best students to apply to

by Al Rutherford

Want People Reporter

This is the fourth in a series of articles by The Observer examining in depth each area considered by the Committee on University Priorities.

Twas the night before last, section on enrollment, with comments from Director of Admissions John T. Goldrick.

The Task Force on Enrollment, when it met back in the fall of 1972, addressed itself to two sets of problems: those concerned with encouraging the best students to apply to Notre Dame, and to come. And those concerned with maintaining a well-satisfied student body, which would be its own recruiting advertisement.

The members of the task force researched and recommended in each of the following areas: Population, Recruitment, Admissions, Housing and Environment. Subcommittees were formed by the task force to treat each of the areas.

**Population**

Notre Dame now enrolls 6796 full-time students of which 418 or 12 per cent are women. The freshman class as of October, 1973, contained 1786 students. But future classes have to be between 1625 and 1650 if the student population of 6600, recommended by the Committee on University Priorities, is to be maintained.

But before any conclusions were reached, the subcommittee realized that certain assumptions had to be made. The guidelines set out in 1971 by the admissions subcommittee included that there will be no recommendations for any new construction, that changes in physical facilities will not be for modernization, and that without new construction, the upper limit for the “on-campus” students is 5100. Further, the current class size is 1350. The number of students who will graduate in the next five years is estimated at 3345, and 1165 are expected to return for a fifth or sixth year. With a freshman class projected between 1625 and 1650 and the normal attrition rate, the goal of 6600 is reachable.

The committee recommended that the enrollment be stabilized at 6600 and that the quality of the student be maintained.

**Recruitment and Admissions**

This subcommittee set forth thirteen goals including the following: to offset a continued decline in applications by more intensive recruiting, to involve Notre Dame alumni in recruiting, to train students, to conduct admissions workshops for alumni volunteers and to develop a more extensive recruitment program for increasing numbers and quality of students representing ethnic groups.

Already Notre Dame alumni clubs are taking an active role in recruitment. Recently, the Alumni Advisory Club went to ten cities to conduct Admission Workshops. In total, 48 clubs represented by 106 people attended these sessions.

John Goldrick, director of admissions and a task force member, explained various ways in which the admissions office has changed. “The idea is to personalize the whole process.” He continued, “We personally contact students who have national merit, Math of English or any other area which is excelled in.” He also sends letters to students who have their SAT scores sent to us,” Goldrick explained. “Our applications increased by 3,000 last year, and this year they are running about 20 per cent higher (before the Sugar Bowl).

One way to retain the quality of our school is to increase scholarships,” Goldrick said. “And these were used as guidelines. A few of the recommendations of the COUP committee and their recommendations were as follows:

- That undergraduate enrollment be stabilized at 6600.
- That the proportion of women and those of members of disadvantaged ethnic groups enrolled at the University be increased.
- That advanced programs concentrate on improvement through greater enrollment selectivity.
- That special efforts be made to maintain the enrollment in the Colleges of Engineering and Science at a level sufficient to secure a first-rate faculty and curriculum.
- That other things being equal, special admissions consideration be continued for relatives of Notre Dame alumni and benefactors as well as for children of the University.

That a substantial increase be made in the funds available to the Admissions Office.

That solicitation of endowment funds for financial aid be continued.

**Khmer Rouge tightens grip around Phnom Penh**

by Lynn C. Newland

Phnom Penh (UPI)—Signs scattered throughout this sprawling capital city prodded in English and Khmer that rebel forces should “Go Home” and “Die where you stand.”

But the insurgents have not gone away. On the contrary, they are more determined now than it was when the first shot of the Cambodian was fired near two years ago.

In fact, the current military offensive launched by insurgent forces may pose the most serious threat ever faced by Cambodia under Lon Nol’s government.

As one Western diplomat deplored, “The Cambodian Communists have only total military victory in mind. They have maximal war aims, and they have an effective, organized army to carry out their aims. This is certainly time of military testing, there’s no doubt about it.”

Thus far, the Cambodian army, navy and air force, with a combined total of 240,000 men, have been unable to elude the product of that insurgent offensive—but not without some losses and only over a short period of time.

The dry season in Cambodia coincided with a sump in the Mekong River and with the diplomat remarked, “The fighting is more intense now than it was before.” The Khmer Rouge have made so many advances quickly and so many conquests that they are nearly aloof to the deteriorating situation.

Captures documents and the testimony of Khmer Rouge prisoners of war have supported the seriousness and intensity of the current offensive.

The military goal is two-fold: to capture the capital of Phnom Penh and the capitalization of Lon Nol’s government.

In past offensives, insurgent forces have tried to strangle the capital by cutting the five major military road arteries that link Phnom Penh with the countryside and by stopping ships on the Mekong River bringing in supplies from other nations.

“Squeezing the arteries,” the diplomat remarked, “never really worked, they’re getting on the pike and are now trying more direct assaults on the capital.”

The strategy change has proved successful, as insurgent forces are closer to Phnom Penh today than at any time in the past. The circle around the capital becomes more and more constricted.

On the northwest, insurgent forces are as close as four miles from the capital and only two miles from Pochentong, Cambodia’s international airport. Only Air Force, Royal Air Cambodia and Air Vietnam have regularly scheduled flights into and out of Pochentong.

The south, a large rebel force moved within two miles of Chancar Mon, the presidential palace on the southern edges of the capital, before being pushed back by government troops.

On the east side, insurgent forces have long maintained control of large chunks of territory east of the Mekong River.

The insurgent also have increased their rocket attacks on the capital and in an apparent effort to panic the city’s refugee-swollen population of two million people.

President Lon Nol has been nearly aloof to the deteriorating situation, the only two broadcasts to the nation since the offensive began in mid-December.

In one broadcast, he urged the citizens to dig trench and build rocket shelters to protect against rocket attacks on the capital by insurgents. In a second address, the president said that a Cambodian military campaign would be decisive in determining the future of Cambodia.

The key to the situation could rest in Hanoi. The Soviet, the insurgents, the Vietnamese and the Chinese.

No one knows what Hanoi has in mind for Cambodia, but the Communist insurgent movement here would certainly be weakened both in war supplies and leadership without the support of the U.S. and other allies.
Regina nominations open

For the third consecutive year a group of business and law students are conducting a program to aid low-income persons in South Bend to complete their income tax forms. The group, led by NB members of the National Affiliation of Concerned Business Students, needs undergraduate volunteers to staff their program beginning in a week and ending April 6.

"What we're looking for is someone with a business background," said Mike Carey, graduate business student with the N.A.C.B.S. Yet Carey emphasizes that a business background, though helpful, was not necessary.

The purpose of the program is to save low income families money that they might unnecessarily have spent in taxes. Carey pointed out that many persons are unaware of deductions they can take. For example, he cited that individuals who work in uniform may deduct the laundry costs for uniforms from their income taxes.

Student volunteers under the guidance of Certified Public Accountants will advise individuals of possible ways to save money. Carey is hopeful that the program can save the average individual $10 to $25.

"At least we can save him the cost of going down to somebody like H. and R. Block," Carey observed.

In conjunction with community agencies such as the Model Cities program, "action centers" will be established throughout the city to handle the tax returns.

"We'll have a center program for the entire eleven weeks until April 15," said Carey, "with five strategically placed centers throughout the city." Extra centers will be added during peak periods.

Volunteers will be asked to staff the centers for a given number of four hour time slots at their convenience during the eleven-week program.

Two years ago in its initial trial the program included 30 volunteers who helped 206 individuals with their taxes.

"We're hoping to double that figure of persons helped again," Carey explained. "The more people we get to come in, the more this will become a well-established activity."

Professor Kenneth Milani of the accounting department will conduct a training session in tax laws for all volunteers Wednesday night at 7:30 p.m. in room 105 of the Law School. All students regardless of major are invited.

Mardi Gras promised best ever

by Clyde Iverson

Staff Reporter

Highlighted by Black Jack, jester costumes, and plenty of music, all integrated to a spirit of fun, this year's Mardi Gras promises to be one of the best ever. It all starts this January 25th night at 9 p.m., in the ballroom of LaFortune Student Center with the Irish Mardi Gras first costume ball. Tickets are $3.75 a couple and $2 per single, and are on sale in both dining halls.

J. B. Tolken's "Master Of the Middle-Earth" will serve as the theme of this year's event. Although costumes reflecting this story ofdragons and demons are not required, they are strongly suggested. Explained Jan Waitzman, co-ordinator of the 'Mardi Gras Committee, "We haven't required that students wear a costume, but it is a costume party and we hope that as many people as possible contribute to the spirit of the occasion."

Although the costume ball will have its share of excitement the fun event doesn't begin until the ninth, a carnival atmosphere is including poker, black jack and clowns will envelop Stephan Center and the Notre Dame student body.

Stephen Boy, general chairman of this year's Mardi Gras, sees the carnival as serving a two-fold purpose. "Traditionally this time of year has been known for its lack of excitement, with Mardi Gras we hope to provide an indication of that."

Boy has said that reaching that goal will be difficult. "So far the sale of raffle tickets, one of our major sources of income, has been disappointing. But we hope that will change this week. Also, it is hard to predict how much money we will receive from the costume party and the gambling booths."

But of course, how much money can be generated from various activities depends directly on the enthusiasm of the Irish and if the number of students participating in the construction of the booths it any indication of that enthusiasm the committee should come very close to realizing their goal.

"The construction is going great," observed Boy. "One look at the progress we have made would show how enthused and dedicated these people are." Boy claimed that he and his staff have been working 60 to 70 hours a week on the preparations. "Of course, we can always use additional help, and everyone is welcome." "We'll be giving away a 1974 Chevrolet Impala, and all the money we can generate from the various activities depends directly on the enthusiasm of the Irish and if the number of students participating in the construction of the booths it any indication of that enthusiasm the committee should come very close to realizing their goal."
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Senior Bar Victory Party

after Marquette Tuesday
& de Paul Thursday
Wine Coolers 25¢ Schnapps 25¢
St. Mary's art department joins NASA

The department of art of Saint Mary's College, has been elected to membership in the National Association of Schools of Art (NASA), becoming the first Catholic college or university and one of the few women's schools to be included in the membership. George Cullar, president of Philosophy, College-of-Arts, has been elected to the national association also granted academic credit. Various universities also participate in the organization, which provides a stipend of $4000 to the center. "Kanipsen went on to explain, "There is a need for increased training in art, and that the organization is to provide that training." In addition to evaluating the students and their work, the national association also considers the qualifications of the faculty, their background, "ability to communicate knowledge and insights effectively, and the validity of a teacher's qualifications to teach a subject and the teacher's involvement as a practicing artist." The criteria for the award includes full time professors, 5 part time faculty, and an art gallery located in the Saint Mary's College campus has 2 faculty members. Recognizing that "all of the areas of art are of equal concern and importance" NASA has five divisions. Saint Mary's is a member of Division II, a group of schools which "offer the principal emphasis on the liberal arts, members of group II are interested in both the art major and minor." In contrast, group I is composed of professional art schools which have less interest in academic courses. In both groups a majority of students are enrolled full time for four years in a degree program in an institution which gives evidence of permanence and stability.
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Tuesday, January 30, 1974
Barney Stone(d)

An exclusive interview

Interviewer: Sir, why did you place yourself.
Interviewee: My name is Richard M. Nixon.
Interviewer: What is your present occupation?
Interviewee: A telephone installer.
Interviewee: Yes, but weren't you otherwise employed four months ago?
Interviewee: I was. Four months ago, I ruled the nation and the world as President of the United States.
Interviewer: What happened to your last occupation?
Interviewee: I was impeached. And I resigned.
Interviewer: I see. Was it because of an implication in the Watergate conspiracy?
Interviewer: On the contrary. It was because of my discrimination against people of different color.
Interviewee: And what class of persons was that?
Interviewer: Who brought about this proceedings of impeachment?
Interviewee: It was Senator and Representative of New Hampshire.
Interviewee: No, it was John Brademas, a representative from Northern Indiana.
Interviewee: Can you reconstruct your impeachment?
Interviewee: Well, it started on New Year's Eve. I placed a long-distance call from my San Clemente estate to New Orleans, specifically to Tulane Stadium. I was attempting to get in touch with Paul Bryant, the head coach of Alabama, to wish him and his team luck against Notre Dame's football team, which resides in Congressman Brademas's district. Unfortunately, my phone call never got through to Bear. I wish it had.
Interviewee: Well, when I missed connections, Bear tried to return my call. Unfortunately, he made connections with my former Vice-Presidences from my White House days.
Interviewee: You seem to have misunderstood my impeachment.
Interviewee: Actually, no. Spire got the play from Frank Sinatra. I was going to warn Bear of a tackle-trap pass from the endzone that his Fanatics had used.
Interviewee: It is not quite clear, sir, to the readers of this interview, what was the impeachment about.
Interviewee: Well, as you remember, Notre Dame used the play late in the game to save its victory.
Interviewee: How do you know Pershagen would call that particular play?
Interviewee: Well, it's a long story. When I was young, I wanted to play football at Notre Dame. I was inspired by Ronald Reagan's portrayal of George Gipp in the movies. However, the school wouldn't give me an athletic scholarship. Consequently, I went to Whittier College.
Interviewee: Would you please answer why you knew Pershagen had an injury at that time?
Interviewee: So that there were no injuries.
Interviewee: Part of the reason. Brademas also found out that I did not tell all Pershagen to congratulate him. Instead, I called Bob Schombecher.
Interviewer: Why Bob? His team didn't even go to a bowl game.
Interviewee: Well, my Vice-President then, Gerald Ford, is an alumnus of Michigan.
Interviewee: I see. Well, now I know of your impeachment. Thank you for your time.
Interviewee: You're welcome. Can you tell me where the hockey and basketball offices are? I have to install some phones.